
ON THE CLUSTER VALUES OF ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS*

BY
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Introduction

1. Let/(z) be a regular, analytic function defined in the unit circle \z \ < 1.

Consider a sequence of points Zi, z2, ■ ■ • , z„, ■ ■ ■ lying in the interior of the

unit circle and converging toward the point z = 1, a point of discontinuity of

f(z). In general, the sequence of corresponding values Wi =/(zi), w2 =f(z2), ■ ■ ■,

wn=f(zn), • ■ ■ will not converge toward a definite value. We can, however,

always select a subsequence z»„ z„2, • • • , z„m, • • • so that the limit of the

second sequence exists:

lim /(z„J = C,
m—n»

where C may in some cases be infinite. Such a value C we shall henceforth

call a cluster value of the function f(z) in the point z = l. The set of all

cluster values in the point z = 1 we shall call the cluster set% of f(z) in the

point z = l.

The purpose of the present paper is the study of the distribution of the

cluster values of univalent§ analytic functions, bounded analytic functions,

and certain intermediate types of analytic functions in a boundary point of

their circle of convergence, which without loss of generality will always be

taken to be the unit circle. The point will always be taken to be z = 1.

There are essentially three questions with which we shall be concerned.

First, we shall consider cluster sets formed by taking all cluster values of f(z)

obtained by approaching z = 1 along a Jordan arc and investigate certain rela-

tions between such arcs and the corresponding cluster sets. This will be

done for univalent functions and for bounded functions. Secondly, we shall

investigate sufficient conditions that two cluster values corresponding to two

sequences of points Zi, z2, • • • , z„, • • • and fi, fs, • • • , ?n, • • ■ of interior

points of the unit circle converging towards z = 1 be equal.

* Presented to the Society, December 30, 1930, and April 3, 1931; received by the editors July

17, 1931.
t National Research Fellow. The author wishes to express his gratitude to Professor J. D.

Tamarkin for many useful suggestions.

X This concept dates back to P. Painlevé, Paris Comptes Rendus, vol. 131 (1900), p. 489.

§ By a univalent function we mean one which never assumes the same value in two different

points.
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In the course of this investigation we shall arrive at a generalization of a

theorem of W. Gross. The method used in proving it is essentially simpler

than that employed by Gross. Finally, we shall consider those types of

bounded functions which assume one value infinitely often in the unit circle.

For these types, as will be seen, most of the preceding theorems fail to hold

and we shall show alternative theorems that do hold in these cases.

The investigations that we propose to carry out are related to the work of

C. Carathéodory on conformai mapping, as well as to the work of E. Lindelöf,

F. Iversen, and W. Gross.* Finally, in this connection may be mentioned an

interesting recent result of A. Plessner.f

Chapter I. Cluster values on curves

2. Let/(z) be a bounded analytic function in the circle \z \ <l;

bound | f(z) | = M < °o .
I«l<i

Consider a Jordan arc C all of whose points with the exception of z = 1 consist

of interior points of the circle \z | < 1. Joining the end points of C by another

Fig. 1

Jordan arc D which lies in the interior of \z \ < I and has no points in common

with C except its two end points, we obtain a simply connected region G

bounded by the two curves C and D (see Fig. 1).

Let us now set

(2.1) Tun" |/(z) | = A,  z c C.
•-»i

We prove the following theorem :

* C. Carathéodory, Mathematische Annalen, vol. 73 (1913), pp. 323-370; E. Lindelöf, Acta

Societatis Scientiarum Fennicae, vol. 46 (1915), No. 4; F. Iversen, Paris Comptes Rendus, vol. 166

(1918), p. 156; W. Gross, Monatshefte für Mathematik und Physik, vol. 29 (1918), pp. 3^7; Mathe-

matische Zeitschrift, vol. 2 (1918), pp. 242-294, and vol. 3 (1919), pp. 43-64.
t A. Plessner, Journal für Mathematik, vol. 158 (1927), pp. 219-227.
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Theorem 1. Let {z<} be an arbitrary sequence of points lying in G and con-

verging toward z = 1, for which

lim | f(z¡) | = a

exists. Then a^A.

We can without loss of generality assume that the upper bound M of

|/(z) | in the unit circle \z | <1 is 1. Let t=<b(z) be the function which maps

the region G on the unit circle \t \ < 1 and let its inverse be z = \p(t). Since G

t=l

Fig. 2

is bounded by a closed Jordan curve, the function \j/(t) is uniformly continu-

ous in the closed circle |/| = L* Furthermore, the function \¡/(t) can be so

chosen that \¡/(l) = 1. Our map of the region G carries, therefore, the sequence

{Zi} into a sequence of points {í¡} converging toward t = 1, for which

limi_M \f(ip(ti)) | =<x. At the same time by (2.1) we have

(2.2) lim  \f(Ht))\ = A,  |*| = 1.
í->i

Let e be an arbitrarily small positive constant. It follows from (2.2) that

there exists an arc 71 of the circumference containing the point t = I such that

(2.3) .\f(Ht))\<A+<

for any t lying on 71. Join the end points of 71 by a chord 0-1 and reflect the

segment of the circle so formed in the chord <ri (Fig. 2). By a rigid motion of

the ¿-plane we can always bring it about that the chord o*i coincides with the

real axis. Let us denote the image of 71 in 0-1 by 71 and the region bounded by

71 and 71 by Si. The function /0/,(O)/(lKO) *s analytic in Si, and on the two

arcs 7i and 71 satisfies the inequality

\fm))f(Ht))\ <A+e.

* W. F. Osgood and E. H. Taylor, these Transactions, vol. 14 (1913), pp. 277-298. C. Carathé-

odory, Mathematische Annalen, vol. 73 (1913), pp. 305-320.
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Hence, on the chord ax we have the inequality

(2.4) |/(*«) | < (A+e)1'2.

Since, however, the same argument may be repeated if the chord <xi is re-

placed by a parallel chord lying in the region bounded by ax and 71, we see

that the inequality holds in the whole circular segmentai bounded by ax and 71.

We started out by assuming that \f(^(t)) \ < I in Si and satisfies the in-

equality (2.3), and arrived at the inequality (2.4) which holds in the circular

segment Si. We may again repeat the argument. Consider a chord <r2 of the

unit circle \t \ < 1 parallel to cri and lying in Si. Denoting by y2 the smaller arc

subtended by <r2, and by 72 the reflection of 72 in a2, we can choose o-¡¡ in such

a manner that the arc y2 will also lie in Sx. Repeating then the argument for cr2,

we obtain in all points of S2, the circular segment bounded by cr2 and y2, the

inequality

|/(*(0)| <(A + e)1-1'2\

Repeating the argument n times gives for all points of the nth. circular seg-

ment S„

(2.5) \fWff)\< (A+ •)""'•

Since all but a finite number of the points ti lie in each of the segments S„,

we have

cx = lim l/GKfc)) I á lim (A + í)1-1'2" = A +€.
i—too I—»SO

Since the last inequality holds for all positive e, we obtain

a Ú A,

which completes the proof.*

3. If f(z) is again taken to be the same function as in Theorem 1, it is

possible to form the following lower limit :

(3.1) ljm \f(z)\ = a,  z c C.

If a is the same number as in Theorem 1, it may be conjectured that a^a.

An example will now be given to show that this inequality is false in general.

Consider a sequence of points [nk] lying in the interior of the unit circle

\z I < 1, converging toward z = 1, and having the property that

00

(3.2) LT|»*|>0.
t-1

* This proof of the theorem, based on a method of Lindelöf, has been kindly suggested to me by

Mr. J. Doob.
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With these numbers {nk\ we form the following infinite product:*

z
1-

" nh.
(3.3) p(z) = n -—I»* I •

*=i 1—ñkZ

It can easily be proved that when (3.2) holds, the product (3.3) converges

uniformly in every bounded region R of the z-plane which is at a positive

distance from the points z = 1 and z = l/ñk for k = 1, 2, • • ■ .f

In this manner it is seen that p(z) is analytic in the entire finite plane ex-

cept in the points z = l/ñk, where it has poles, and in the point z = 1, where it

has an essential singularity. Furthermore, |/>(z)| = l on the circumference

|z| = l, except in the point 2 = 1, and in the interior of the circle we have

\p(z) | <1. For the sake of completeness we shall show that p(z) is analytic

in the point z = <*>. This follows at once if we apply the reflection principle of

SchwarzJ according to which the function may be continued analytically be-

yond the unit circle by means of the functional equation

<3-4) f(i) - m ■

Hence, if the origin is not a zero of the function p(z), the point z= °° is a

point of analyticity.

We are now in a position to show that, if we take/(z) =p(z) and consider

the lower limit a in equation (3.1), then the relation a ^a fails to hold always,

when a is a cluster value of p(z) in the point z = 1. If we choose the curve to

be the circumference of the unit circle itself, then we have

lim  \p(z)\ = 1,  \z\ = 1,
Z-.1

whereas a = 0 is certainly a cluster value of the function, for

p(nk) = 0

for all k = l, 2, • ■ • .

4. While this example, which we shall study in greater detail in the latter

part of the paper, shows how complicated the distribution of cluster values

* The product (3.3) was first introduced into the theory of functions by W. Blaschke in the'

Leipziger Berichte, vol. 67 (1915), p. 194.

t G. Julia in his recent book, Principes Géométriques d'Analyse, Paris, 1930, p. 65, has given a

simple proof of the uniform convergence of the product in every circle \z | <p < 1. A simple modifica-

tion of the proof shows that the convergence holds in the region R.

I Cf. L. Bieberbach, Funktionentheorie, vol. I, p. 220.
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can be in the case of general types of bounded functions, we shall see that

in the case of univalent functions the problem can be answered with ease.

We prove now the following theorem:

Theorem 2. Let f(z) be a univalent analytic function defined in the unit

circle \z | < 1. Let C be a closed Jordan curve which passes through the point z = l

and save for that point lies in the interior of the unit circle. Let {z,-} be a sequence

of points lying in the region G bounded by the curve C and converging toward

z = l. Let the limit limi^0O/(zi) exist and be equal to a and let S be the cluster set

of f(z) in the point z = 1 assumed along C. Then, the point a lies in the set S.

It is clear, first of all, that we may restrict our attention to the case of

univalent and bounded functions. For if w =f(z) is a general univalent func-

tion, it maps the unit circle conformally on a simply connected region R of

the w-plane. This region R must have at least two boundary points w = a and

w = b*

It can be easily shown now that every simply connected region R with

at least two boundary points can be mapped by a function of the type

w  =
[(w - a)/(w - b)]112 - c

where c is a suitable constant, on a bounded and simply connected region

R'.j The function

M
(4.1) F(z) =

[(fi') - a)/ifis) -b)Y'2-c

is, therefore, univalent and bounded:  \F(z) | <1 in the circle, mapping the

circle on a region R", when the constant M is suitably chosen.

Suppose Theorem 2 were proved for the case of univalent and bounded

functions. We shall then prove it for general univalent functions. Solving

equation (4.1) for/(z) yields

biM + cF(z))2 - a[Fiz)]2
(4.2) f(z)

(M + cF(z))2- [Fiz)]1

Let the cluster set of Fiz) along C be S' and lim,_00F(z¡) =a'. According to

our assumption a' lies in the set S', and we wish to show that in that case a

will also lie in S. By equation (4.1) there corresponds to a one and only one

cluster value a' of F(z) which lies in the set S'. By (4.2), then, a lies in S.

* For a proof of this see L. Bieberbach, Funktionentheorie, vol. II, Berlin, 1931, p. 5.

f L. Bieberbach, loc. cit., vol. II, p. 6.
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We are justified, therefore, in proving Theorem 2 by assuming that the

function/(z) is univalent and bounded:

|/(*)| < 1.

Let z =<b(t) be a function which maps the region G, bounded by the closed

Jordan curve C, conformally on the circle \t \ < 1 in such a manner that z = 1

corresponds to 1 = 1. By a well known theorem of Osgood and Carathéodory,

mentioned on page 3, 4>(t) is continuous in the closed circle |í | = 1. This func-

tion transforms the points 2i, z2, • ■ ■ , z„, • • • into a set of points t — h,

t = k, ■ ■ ■ , t = tn, • • ■ which lie in the interior of the unit circle \t\ <1 and

converge toward t = l. On this set of points the function/($(£)) =\p(t), which,

except for / = 1, is analytic and bounded everywhere in the circle \t | ^ 1, con-

verges toward a: lim.n^.K^/(t„) =a. The cluster set of yp(t) in t = 1 assumed along

the circumference |<| = 1 is S, the set defined by us in the statement of

Theorem 2. We wish to show that a is contained in 5 or, what is tantamount,

that there exists a set of points Tx, T2, ■ ■ ■ lying on |í | =1 and converging

toward t = 1 such that

(4.3) lim*(rO=«.
«—»oo

This last assertion may be proved without difficulty by the use of Cara-

théodory's theory of prime ends.* By Carathéodory's fundamental result we

know that the cluster set of \p(t) in every point of \t1 = 1 is precisely a prime

end of the region R into which the circle \t \ <1 is mapped by the function

ip(t). In particular, to the point t = 1 there must correspond a prime end E of

the region R. Since \p(t) is analytic elsewhere on the circumference \t | = 1,

all remaining prime ends of R are single points. Thus our assertion about the

existence of points Tx, T2, ■ • ■ with the above-mentioned properties and

satisfying equation (4.3) reduces geometrically to the assertion that there al-

ways exists a sequence of boundary points of R, not belonging to the prime

end E, which converges toward any preassigned point a of E.

If this were not the case, there would exist a point a of £ which would

not be a limit point of any sequence of boundary points of R not belonging to

E. We could then draw a circle C with a as center and with a radius so small

that every boundary point of R, not belonging to E, would lie outside of C.

Since, however, a, as a point of a prime end E, is also a boundary point of R,

there exists a sequence of interior points of R which converges toward a. There

must surely exist at least one interior point p of R which also lies in the interior

of C. Consider now the line segment pa. Setting out from p and travelling

* For a complete presentation of the theory see C. Carathéodory, Mathematische Annalen, vol.

73 (1913), pp. 321-370.
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along this line segment, there will exist a first boundary point q of R which

will be reached. This is true because the boundary of it is a closed point set.

Since q lies on the line segment between p and a, it surely lies in C and is there-

fore a point of the prime end E. Moreover, q is an accessible point of the prime

end£.

If there exists a second point ß of E in the circle C which does not lie on

the straight line through p and a, we can join p and ß by a line segment pß

and, repeating the argument of the preceding paragraph, arrive at the exist-

ence of a second accessible point r of E, different from q. This, however, is a

contradiction, for according to a theorem of Carathéodory* a prime end can

contain at most one accessible point.

The only remaining alternative, then, is that the subset E' of E which lies

in the circle C lies wholly on the line segment joining p and a. Since £ is a

perfect connected set,f E' must itself be a line segment. Let us consider two

points a and ß of E lying in C. Not every interior point of R, contained in C,

will lie on the straight line which contains E'. For if p is such a point, we can

construct a circle T about p as a center and with a radius so small that T will

consist only of interior points of R and will lie wholly within C. We, therefore,

merely need to choose any point P of T which does not lie on the line contain-

ing E'. Join P with a and ß respectively, by the line segments La and Lß.

Since P does not lie on the line containing E', the points a and ß will be the

first boundary points of E attained by travelling from P along La and Lg re-

spectively. Hence, a and ß are again two distinct accessible points of the

prime end E, which is a contradiction.

This means that to every point a of a prime end E there exists a sequence

{pn \ oí boundary points of R, not belonging to E, which converges toward a

as a limit point. Since \p(t) was taken to be analytic everywhere on the cir-

cumference of the circle |/|<1 except in the point t — l, the result means

that there exists a sequence {Tn] of points on the circumference \t | = 1 con-

verging toward t = 1 and such that

lim^(r„) = a.
n—► «

The function \p(t) was defined &sf(<b(t)), where 4>(t) is continuous in the closed

circle \t | S1. Hence, \p(T„) =f(Zn), where {Z„\ is a sequence of points on C

converging toward z = 1 and such that

lim/(Zn) = a.
»—»«

This proves that a lies in S, and therewith the theorem.

* C. Carathéodory, loc. cit., p. 353.

f C. Carathéodory, loc. cit., p. 335.
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Chapter II. Conditions that cluster values

on two sequences be equal

5. In this section we shall investigate the second problem proposed in the

Introduction. Let/(z) be a bounded analytic function:

(5.1) |/(z)|<l

in the unit circle \z \ < I. Let z = 1 be a point of discontinuity of f(z) and let

zx, z2, • ■ ■ and z{, z{, • • • be two sequences of interior points of the circle

converging toward s = 1. If the limit

lim /(z„) = a

exists, what conditions are to be imposed upon the second sequence in order

that
lim/(z'n) = a

n—»w

should also hold?

Before attempting to give an answer to this question, we shall briefly

recall some facts about the non-euclidean interpretation of a lemma of

Schwarz. If we set w =/(z) and consider the w-plane, we see that the inequal-

ity (5.1) means that/(z) only assumes such values in the circle \z \ <l as lie

in the interior of the circle \w \ < 1. Let us consider the two circles \z \ < 1 and

|w|<l as carriers of a non-euclidean (Lobachevskian) geometry. In this

geometry angles are measured in the same manner as in euclidean geometry,

but the distance between two points Zi and z2 is defined as follows: Join the

points Zi and z2 by a circle orthogonal to the unit circle \z | < 1 and cutting it

in the points fi and f2. The non-euclidean distance D(zx, z2) is defined by the

relation

D(zx, z2) = log (--- ),
\Zl - j-! 2s - fi/

where the expression in parentheses is the ordinary cross ratio of the four

0)
Fig. 3

points fi, f2, Zi, z2 (Fig. 3). An equivalent expression, involving only Zi and

z2, is
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1 +

D(zx, Zi) = log-

1 -

Zi  —   Zi

ZxZi

Zx — z2

1 — ZiZ2

The non-euclidean interpretation* of the Lemma of Schwarz may now be

expressed in the following manner:

Lemma of Schwarz. Letf(z) be a bounded analytic function:

in the unit circle \ z \ < 1 and zx and z2 two interior points of the circle. If wx =f(%x)

and w2=/(z2), the relation

D(wx, w2) ^ D(zx, z2)

subsists for all pairs of interior points Zx and z2 of the unit circle [z | < 1.

6. We are now in a position to investigate the problem we set out to treat.

We shall prove the following theorem :

Theorem 3. Letf(z) be a bounded analytic function:

1/(2)1   <1

in the unit circle [z | < 1 which omits the value a in the unit circle. Let Zx, z2, • • ■

and z( ,zi, • • •  be two sequences of interior points of the unit circle converging

toward z = 1. If the non-euclidean distance D(z„, zi) is less than a constant M,

independent of n :

D(zn,zi)<M (»=1, 2, •••),

and if

lim/(z„) = a,
ft—*«

then also
lim f(zi ) = a.
«—*oo

As a special case, this theorem evidently asserts that the cluster sets of

a univalent function/(z) along any two straight lines ending in z = 1 are iden-

tical. Furthermore, the cluster sets along any two oricycles tangent to \z | = 1

in the point z = 1 are identical, and in general, the cluster sets of a univalent

* This formulation of the Lemma of Schwarz is due to G. Pick, Mathematische Annalen, vol. 77

(1916), pp. 1-6.
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function along any two curves having the same order of contact with \z \ = 1

in the point z = 1 are identical.

In order to establish this theorem, we shall first prove two easy lemmas.

Lemma 1. Letf(z) be a bounded analytic function in the unit circle \z | <1:

l/Wl   <1.
Let zx, z2, • ■ ■  and z[, z2, ■ ■ ■  be two sequences of points with the same prop-

erties as in Theorem 3. Then if

(6.1) lim/(z„) = l
«—♦00

holds, the relation

(6.2) lim/(z„') = l
n—»«

also holds.

This is an almost immediate consequence of the Lemma of Schwarz. In

fact, from the inequality

D(zn, z„') < M

follows by the Lemma of Schwarz the inequality

(6.3) D(wn, w¿) < M,

where we set w„ =f(zn) and wn' =/(zn'). With this notation the equation (6.1)

becomes

(6.4) lim wn = 1.
n—»co

The relations (6.3) and (6.4) together yield

lim wn' = 1,
n—»oo

which is merely another form of (6.2).

Lemma 2. Let f(z) be a bounded analytic function in the unit circle \z \ <l:

|/(z)| <1.

Let zx, z2, • • ■  and z[, z2, ■ ■ •  be two sequences of points with the same prop- •

er ties as in Theorem 3. Let

/(z) + 1
(6.5) <p(z)=—-

f(z)-\

If
lim  9î$(z„) = — °°, then also lim   9î0(z„') = — oo .
M—»oo it—»oo
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Using the notation f(z) -=u+iv and <p(z) = £+"? ,and setting the real and

imaginary parts of both sides of equation (6.5) equal to each other, respec-

tively, we obtain the equations

(6.6) *2 + '2-1
(t-iy + v2 (£-i)2 + ')2

Setting /(z„) =un+ivn, <p(zn) = %n+ivn, f(zi ) = ui +ivi , <¡>(zi ) = £„' +ir)i , we

have by hypothesis lim«^^ = — oo. We furthermore observe that £ <0 for all

points of the unit circle \z\ <1. Solving the equations (6.6) for £ and r¡, we

obtain the new pair of equations

u2 + v2 - 1 2v

(6-7) £ = --zrr-r-.' " =
(u - I)2 + v2 (u - I)2 + V2

as well as

U2   +  Vn2   —   1 2l>„
(6.8) £„ =-, Vn = - :-;-

(un-\)2 + V2 (Un-1)2 + V2

Since £„<0, the first equation (6.8) may be written in the form

/ £     V I
(6.9) Un-— ) + v2 =- •

\ Í» - 1/ & - I)2

Equation (6.9) is merely the equation of a circle in the («„, i>„)-plane with

center in the point (£„/(£„ — 1), 0) and with a euclidean radius of length

—1/(£„ — 1). This circle lies in the interior of the unit circle un+v„ = l and

is tangent to this circle in the point (1,0). Such a circle is called an oricycle

in non-euclidean geometry. Equation (6.9) allows us to interpret geomet-

rically the fact that lim„..«,£„ = — °o. We find that the necessary and sufficient

condition that lim„^00£„= — oo hold is that the points («„, vn) lie on oricycles

tangent to un+vn = l in the point (1,0) whose euclidean radii converge to-

ward zero.

From the inequality D(zn, zi)<M follows the inequality D(un+ivn,

ui +ivi)<M by Schwarz's Lemma. Since the points un+ivn lie on oricycles

which converge toward zero, the points ui +ivi must also lie on oricycles

converging toward zero. This means, according to the remark made at the

end of the last paragraph, that lim„..00£„' = — oo, which proves our second

lemma.

We can now proceed with the proof of Theorem 3. There are two cases to

be considered, according as \a \ = 1 or \a \ < 1. If [a | = 1, we set <b(z) =äf(z).

We then have
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lim 4>(z„) = 1.
»—»oo

According to Lemma 1, whose hypotheses are satisfied by <p(z), we also have

lim 4>(zñ) = 1,

or
lim f(Zn) = a,

n—»oo

which proves the proposition.

If |a | < 1, we introduce the transformation

f(z) - a
(6.10) 4>(z)

1 - a/(z)

which defines a bounded analytic function (¡>(z) in the unit circle: \<f>(z) \ <1

in \z\ <1, for which

lim 4>(zn) = 0
n-*oo

and which omits the value 0 in the circle. We choose an arbitrary one of the

branches of log d>(z), each of which is a single^valued function in the unit

circle. Furthermore, this function, which we denote by ^(z), satisfies the rela-

tion

(6.11) 3ty(z) = log | 0(z) I <0

and

lim 9ty(z„) " — °° •
»-»oo

Finally, we consider the function

xb(z) + 1
X(z) =

*(*) - 1

This function is again analytic in the unit circle \z | < 1 and is bounded there:

| x(z) | < 1. By Lemma 2, we have then the relation

lim ^(z„') = - co,
n-»oo

or according to (6.11)

lim 0(z„') = 0.
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From this and equation (6.10) follows lim„<00/(z„') =a, which completely

proves our theorem.*

As a final remark, we observe that Theorem 3 holds if we allow f(z) to

assume the value a a finite number of times in the circle. For in that case there

always exists a neighborhood N of the point z = 1 in which the function f(z)

does not assume the value a. By a conformai map of the region N ona. circle

we reduce the situation to that of Theorem 3.

If, however,/(z) assumes the value a in every neighborhood of z = 1, which

is only possible if the value is assumed infinitely often, then it may be shown

by an example that the theorem fails to be true. Such an example will now

be constructed.

7. The example we shall consider shows that if a function has infinitely

many zeros in the unit circle, Theorem 3 may fail to hold.

Let 0<tx<h< • • • <t„< ■ ■ ■ be a sequence of real, positive numbers

less than one and converging toward one: lim„,00i„ = 1. Let these numbers be

chosen in such a manner that

(7.1) n*»>o.
„=i

Then, it is well known that the product

(7.2) <t,(Z) = n f^-
n-l   1 — tnZ

represents a bounded analytic function in the unit circle: \<b(z) | < 1 with zeros

in the points z = tn(n = l,2, ■ ■ ■ ).In particular, if we set

«!- 1
(7.3) /„ = —*- (n = 1, 2, • • • ),

n\ + \

(7.1) is satisfied. We wish to show that Theorem 3 fails to hold for this par-

ticular <b(z). In order to show this, we consider a second sequence

(»+ 1)1- P
(7.4) r, = ,  K p < 2 (« = 1, 2, • • • ),

(n+l)l + p

of real positive numbers less than one and converging toward one:

lim r„ = 1.
n—»oo

Furthermore, the non-euclidean distance

(7.5) D(rn, tn+x) = log P

* This theorem is a generalization of a theorem of W. Gross, Monatshefte für Mathematik und

Physik, vol. 29 (1918), pp. 3-47.
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is bounded for all values of n, and, as we shall prove,

(7.6) lim I 4>(rn) | =-> 0.
n-»oo p + I

Setting z=tj in equation (7.2) and substituting there the values of t„ and

r,-, as given in equations (7.3) and (7.4), respectively, we obtain

00   (j + 1)! - p»!

(7.7) <t>(r) =  n,,   .,,     ,■
n=i (J + 1)! + pn\

Hence,

|0"+ 1)!-P»!, ,'"1 (j +l)\~ pn\ '+2

(7.8) U(r,.) = n,., ,,,   ,n
n-l   0 +  !)! +P«U-i 0'+l)I + P»l

-     p»i -(/+!)!

»-Í+3   P»! + 0'+l)I

The second factor obviously tends to (p —l)/(p+l) as/—»oo. We shall show

now that the limits of the first and third factors are 1 as/ becomes infinite.

Consider the first factor in the form

(7.9) exp    ¿.log -■  .
Ln-i        (j + l)\ + pn\A

Here

Q-+ 1)1 - pn\

(j+ 1)1+ p»!
= o[log(l + -)] = OO-2) (» - 1, 2, • • • ,j - 1).

The exponent in (7.9) is

0' - i)o(r2) = oo'-1) -» o

asj—>oo. As to the last factor in (7.8),

r   - pn\- (j + i)n
(7.10) exp      £   log     ,,,.,.,,

Ln-,+3 P»! + 0 + !)'-!

we have

p»! - 0+ 1)!
log-- = Oin-r2),

whence the exponent in (7.10) is

O (  E n-2) = OO'"1) -> 0
V n=J+3 /

as/—»oo . This proves (7.6).
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Chapter III. Cluster values of bounded functions

8. The example given in §7 shows that bounded functions assuming one

value infinitely often may have entirely different properties as regards their

cluster values. It is the study of these properties that we turn to now.

We return to the function studied in §3 :

z
1-

(8.1) p(z) = n -—i»t|,»*-»i,
k-X   1 — «*Z

where the product IL°Li |»* | >0. This function, as we have seen, is analytic in

the whole z-plane, with the exception of the points z = l/ñk (k = l, 2, • ■ • ),

where p(z) has poles, and the point z = 1 which is an isolated essential singu-

larity and limit point of poles.

In accordance with the Picard theorem the function p(z) assumes in every

neighborhood of the point z = 1 every value infinitely often with the exception

of at most two values. We possess, however, additional information as to the

distribution of the values. The general factor

z
1 - —

of the product p(z) satisfies the inequality

z I

I     1 — ñkz \

in \z | ^ 1. Hence, the inequality \p(z) \ è 1 holds also in \z | ^ 1, and only in

\z | ̂  1. Hence, with the exception of at most two values a and b, every value

a, \<x | < 1, is assumed infinitely often by p(z) in points of the unit circle \z \ < 1

which converge toward the point z = 1. It can be shown, moreover, that at most

one value a, \ a \ < 1, can be omitted (or assumed only a finite number of times).

For if a is such an exceptional value, then according to the relation (3.4):

V z /      p(z)

which may also be directly verified in the product (8.1), the value l/ä will

also be exceptional. If, now, a second value b, \b \ < 1, were also omitted, then

there would be three values omitted (or only assumed a finite number of
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times) in the neighborhood of z = l. Hence, we have that with the exception

of at most one value a, \a \ <1, every value a, \a \ <1, is assumed infinitely

often by p(z) in points of the unit circle \z | < 1 which converge toward the point

z = \, and no value ß, \ß | ^ 1, is assumed by p(z) in a point of the unit circle

\z\<l.

If instead of Picard's Theorem, we had used Weierstrass' theorem that in

the neighborhood of an isolated essential singularity a function approaches

every preassigned value, and then applied the same reasoning as before, we

would find that the cluster set of the function w = p(z) in the point z = l is the

closed unit circle \w | g 1.

9. From the function p(z) studied in §8 we immediately obtain an inter-

esting example. Let G be an arbitrary simply connected region lying in the in-

terior of the unit circle \w \ < 1. A function w = F(z) will be constructed which is

analytic and bounded in the unit circle \z\ < 1 :

I F(z) | < 1

and whose cluster set in the point z = 1 ¿s precisely the closed cover G of the region

G. Furthermore, every value, save at most one, out of the region G will be assumed

by the function F(z) infinitely often in the circle \z | < 1.

Let w=<b(t) be a function which maps the region G on the unit circle

\t | < 1 in the /-plane. The function F(z) in question will be given by

F(z) =*[#(«)].

10. The behavior exemplified by the function p(z) is characteristic of a

wider class of functions. We prove the following theorem :

Theorem 4. Let w =f(z) be a bounded analytic function in the unit circle

\z | < 1 : \f(z) | < 1. Let {«t} be an infinite sequence of points interior to the unit

circle converging toward z = 1 in which the function vanishes and let A be an arc

of the unit circle, —a^6^a,z = eie, containing z — l,on which f(z) is continuous

except for z = l and assumes values of modulus 1. Then, w=f(z) assumes every

value w, save at most one, of the unit circle \w | <1 infinitely often in the unit

circle \z | < 1 and assumes no value w, \w \ ̂  1, in the unit circle. The cluster set

off(z) in z = 1 is the closed unit circle \w\^l.

The proof of this theorem is practically the same as in §8. We only have

to extend f(z) analytically across the arc A by means of the functional

equation
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11. By conformai mapping Theorem 4 is immediately extended as fol-

lows:

Theorem 5. Let w =/(z) be a bounded analytic function in the circle \z \ < 1,

assuming values there which lie in the interior of a region G bounded by a closed

Jordan curve C. Let there be infinitely many zeros {nk} of f(z) in the circle con-

verging in the point z = l and let A be an arc of the circle, —ot^d^a, z = eie,

containing z = l,on which f(z) is continuous except for z = 1 and assumes values

which all lie on the curve C. Then, w =/(z) assumes infinitely often every value w,

save at most one, of the region G, bounded by C, in the circle \z | < 1. Furthermore

f(z) assumes no value w in the circle \z | <1 which lies on the boundary or in the

exterior of G. The cluster set of f(z) in the point z = 1 is the closed domain G+C.

12. The examples, studied thus far, of bounded functions with infinitely

many zeros suggest the following alternative to Theorem 3 :

Theorem 6. Let f(z) be a bounded analytic function in the unit circle

|a|<l:

I/CO I <l.

Let Zi, z2, ■ ■ ■ and z{, z2, • ■ ■ be two sequences of interior points of the unit

circle converging toward 2 = 1, such that the non-euclidean distance D(zn,z¿)

is less than a positive constant M, independent ofn:D(zn,z¿) < M(n = 1,2, • • •).

Then,f(z) always has one of the following two properties:

I. The cluster sets of f(z) on any two such sequences {zn} and {z„' } are

identical.

II. The cluster set off(z) inz = l contains a circle of the w-plane. Every value

from the interior of this circle is assumed infinitely many times byf(z) in \z \ < 1.

If the property I fails to hold for some function f(z), then there must exist

a sequence {z„} of interior points of the unit circle converging toward the

point z = 1 on which the function f(z) approaches a value a and a second

sequence {z„'} of interior points for which the relation

(12.1) D(zn,zl)<M (n=l, 2, •••)

holds and such that on it the function /(z) approaches a value b, different

from a.

Consider, now, two sets of non-euclidean circles Ck and Dk of radius M + €,

e>0, and M, respectively, described about the points z = zk as centers. Ac-

cording to the relation (12.1) each circle Dk contains the corresponding point

zi in its interior and each circle Dk is contained in the interior of the corre-

sponding circle Ck- Let us now transform the circle Ck by the transformation
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Zk + mtw eM+e — 1
(12.2) z =-,   mt =-,

1 + mtzkw eM+i + 1

into the unit circle  |w|<l. The function f(z) is thereby transformed into

the function

(12.3) **(»)=/
/ Zk + mtw\

\1 + mfzkw/

The functions \pk(w) are defined and analytic in the circle \w | <1 for all k.

Furthermore,

(12.4) |**(«0|<1 (¿ = 1,2,--.),

and

(12.5) **(0)=/(z») (¿ = 1, 2, •••).

The transformation (12.2) carries the circle Dk into the circle

. ma
(12.6) | w\ = — < 1.

mt

Hence, the images w¿ of the points z¿ satisfy the inequality

i l       mo

(12.7) \v>¿\ú — (¿ = 1, 2, •••)•
mt

According to (12.5) and our assumption we have

(12.8) lim^t(O) = a.

By a well known theorem of Montel* the family {>pk(w)}, being uniformly

bounded according to (12.4), forms a normal family. It is therefore possible

to extract a subsequence {^.-(w)} converging uniformly in every closed

subregion of the circle |w|<l which lies wholly in its interior, hence, in

particular in the circle (12.6). The limit function we shall call x(w) :

(12.9) lim ypk(w) = x(w).
i-*n       '

The function x(w) is analytic and bounded in the circle \w | < 1 : |x(w) | < 1.

From (12.8) follows

X(0) = a.

* See P. Montel, Leçons sur les Familles Normales, Paris, 1927, p. 21.
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In order to show that x(w) is different from a constant it must be proved that

there exists at least one point of the circle \w \ <l in which x(w) is different

from a.

Denote by w' an arbitrary one of the limit points of the sequence {w¿{\.

By (12.7) it follows that all points as well as all their limit points lie in the

circle (12.6). Since the convergence (12.9) in that circle is uniform, it follows

that to each arbitrary positive n there exists a positive integer k(n), in-

dependent of w, such that

(12.10) | x(wk'i) - fkAm!) | < — for ki > k(v).

Furthermore, it follows from the uniform continuity of x(w) in the circle

(12.6) that to the given 77 there corresponds a positive integer K(n), inde-

pendent of w, such that

(12.11) I xW) - x(w') I < -j for *, > K(r,).

Adding together the inequalities (12.10) and (12.11) yields

|x(«0 -wol <v
for ki>k(i}) and ki>K(rj), or

lim ^ki(wk'.) = x(w').
Í—»00

From the last equation and (12.3) it follows that

x(w') = lim/(z*/) = b,
i—»00

which proves that x(^) is not a constant.

Hence, there exists a circle \t—t0 \ <y such that the function i = x(w) as-

sumes in the circle (12.6) every value of the circle \t —101 <7 at least once.

It will be shown now that every value t assumed by the function x(w) in

the circle |w | < 1 is a cluster value of the function f(z) in the point z = 1. Let

t be an arbitrary such value assumed by x(w) in some point w0 of the unit

circle. Consider the numbers

(12.12) iki(wo) = tki.

Let the image point of w0 by the transformation (12.2) be denoted by f k.

Then, the point z = $■*,. is a point of the circle Cki and we have by (12.3)

f(Sk) = tki.
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Now lim^ tk=t by (12.9) and (12.12). Hence

lim f(tki) = t,
¿-.«0

as we set out to prove. Hence, the cluster set of f(z) in the point z = 1 contains

the circle \t—t0 \ <y. The last statement of the theorem follows immediately

if we observe that, in view of the uniform convergence of the sequence

{^*i(w)} to x(w) in the interior of \w\< 1, the equations x(w) — t, ^*j(w) =t

have the same number of roots for sufficiently large values of i, t being fixed.*

Harvard University,

Cambridge, Mass.

* P. Montel, Leçons sur les Familles Normales, Paris, 1927, p. 20.


